Security and Compliance – The Perfect Storm
Overview
A perfect storm has formed in information security and compliance. The new global
compliance requirements that organizations are facing require significant investments in
business process engineering, technology, audit, knowledge management, and personnel.
This session will discuss the current and emerging landscape of global and U.S. specific
compliance requirements that organizations are currently or will soon face and the
solutions and technologies that are available to address them. Discussions will include
observations of key vendors and their capabilities, trends in both commercial and
government sectors, outlook of emerging regulations and standards and their impacts, and
insights into emerging solutions and technologies which will be utilized to address them.
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•
•
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Introduction to compliance related to information infrastructure
Overview of current global and U.S. specific regulatory and standards landscape
Solutions and technologies used to address regulatory and standards requirements
Key vendors who are positioned to address requirements in near and long term
Future outlook for global and U.S. specific regulatory and standards landscape
Final Thoughts

Key Questions That Will Be Answered






What is the impact of compliance on information security
What are the key compliance requirements organizations are faced with today
What capabilities are they using to address these requirements
Who are the key vendors who are well positioned to have growth as a result of
global compliance landscape
What are key technologies and solutions which will have high growth potential
for future compliance considerations

Who Should Attend
o Individuals
compliance
o Individuals
capabilities

who have an interest in understanding information infrastructure
and the information security requirements
who have the responsibility to provide availability and security
within their organization

o Business executives and who have the responsibility of attesting to the
compliance stature of their organization

Prerequisites
o No pre-requisites required

Presentation Time
o Presentation can be presented in 45, 60, 75, or 90 minute period

Instructor
John P. Pironti is the President of IP Architects, LLC. He has designed and implemented
enterprise wide electronic business solutions, information security and risk management
strategy and programs, enterprise resiliency capabilities, and threat and vulnerability
management solutions for key customers in a range of industries, including financial
services, energy, government, hospitality, aerospace, healthcare, pharmaceuticals, media
and entertainment, and information technology on a global scale. Mr. Pironti has a
number of industry certifications including Certified in the Governance of Enterprise IT
(CGEIT), Certified Information Systems Auditor (CISA), Certified Information Security
Manager (CISM), Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP), Certified
in Risk and Information System Control (CRISC), Information Systems Security
Architecture Professional and (ISSAP) and Information Systems Security Management
Professional (ISSMP). He is also a published author and writer, highly quoted and often
interviewed by global media, and a award winning frequent speaker on electronic
business and information risk management and security topics at domestic and
international industry conferences.

